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Abstract;

It is proposed to use the (y, n) reaction for the measurement of

the integrated void volume fraction in two phase flow of D-O inside a

duct. This method is applicable to different channel geometries, and

it is shown to be insensitive to the pattern of void distribution over the

cross-sectional area of the channels The method has been tested on

mock-ups of voids in a round duct of 6 mm inside diameter. About
24

40 m. c« Na was used as a source of gamma-rays. The test results

show that the maximum measured error in this arrangement is less than

2. 5 % (net void) for a range of 2. 7 % to 44, 44 % actual void volume

fractions.

Printed and distributed in September 1962.
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Introduction

The problem of the measurement of the void volume fraction or

slip ratio in two-phase flow or in boiling liquids has arisen for many-

workers in the field of boiling heat transfer and two-phase flow. In

order to establish reliable correlations or to investigate theoretically

derived equations for pressure drop and void content in different parts

of boiling channels of different geometries (13 2, 3, 4), it has become

of great interest to obtain accurate experimental data on these quantities,

Several experimental techniques have so far been employed. The

methods of gamma-ray attenuation (5) and tagged atom (6) are used by

several investigators and beta attenuation has recently been suggested

and applied to local boiling (7, 8)» The aim in searching for newer

techniques has always been the same viz», to find a method yielding

more accurate data. The gamma attenuation technique does not yield

very accurate data due to the fact that, for any actual value of void,

the measured values are strongly affected by the distribution or posi-

tion of the void in the channel and this effect becomes especially pro-

nounced in the case of round or annular channels. As Hooker and

Popper have shown (5) the errors in measured values of void by this

method have been as high as 180 % in the case of preferential distribu-

tion of cylindrical steam void in the channel. The errors caused by

this effect are characteristic of the method and cannot be reduced by

employing stronger sources or more accurate measuring instruments.

In a refined version of this method where a traversing narrow beam of

gamma-rays is used to scan the channel (9), the measured voids will

again be random samplings of the voids at different positions and

different times.

The tagged atom technique which can yield accurate values of

void is not desirable due to two reasons. Firstly having a whole loop

filled with a radioactive solution and secondly (which is more important)

ha/ving a foreign chemical compound such as Nal mixed with the boiling

liquid under consideration make the application of this technique very

limitedo

Finally, application of the beta attenuation technique calls for
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considerable modifications in the actual channel geometries and is

restricted to narrow channels.

In this paper a new method is suggested which yields the integrated

void volume fraction over the cross sectional area of the flow and is

applicable to circular, rectangular, or annular ducts. It can be applied

in a manner making the measurements independent of the pattern of

void distribution over the flow cross section (10).

Preliminary results obtained from the application of this method

to the flow of boiling heavy water in a vertical round duct have proved

the method to be successful and accurate in operation.

The draw back in this method is that it may only be applied on

heavy water, or compounds which contain deuterium. Finally it is

worth declaring that like the other methods mentioned above, this tech-

nique is only applicable on the out~of-pile loops and due to the high level

of radiations prevailing in a reactor core no measurements may be done

by this method on an in-pile loop.

Description of the method

If a section of a channel containing D_O (liquid or vapour) is

bombarded with energetic photons of gamma-rays some neutrons will

be produced as a result of the D(YJ n) H reaction. The total number

of neutrons produced inside the element of channel per unit of time

will be

n t o t = V * I # o > ' N

Equation (1) may be written ass

ntot = V

in which the constant factor k includes all the other factors presented



in eq, (1).

If the steam volume fraction in the channel is a then

n t o t = k l cPg + (1 ~a)Pl

If one or a number of neutron detectors is place d -̂t a fixed

position around the duct then a fraction of the neutrons will be detec-

ted and the number of counts obtained in each case will be proportional

to the rate of production of the neutrons. (Isotropic distribution being

assumed. ) Hence

When the duct is full of liquid D2<D (a - 0) eq, (4) will reduce to

Cf = k3 P l (5)

and when the duct is full of D,O vapour ( a -.1) we get

Ce = V g (6)

Eliminating k, , p , and p , between eqs, (4), (5), and (6) we get

C, - C

Ja =
, - C
f e

As is seen from this simple relation, the number of counts obtained

in a period of time decreases linearly with the void volume fraction

and vice versa.

It is to be noted that the intensity of gamma-rays I in eq. (1) has

been taken as a constant over the whole flow area. This assumption

calls for special arrangements of the gamma source or sources around

the duct, so that the variations of gamma intensity with respect to

location will become negligible. For example, in the case of a circu-
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lar channel it will be required to use a distributed source of gamma-rays

in the form of an outer ring with a clearance around the duct. In this manner

the effects of attenuation by distance and shielding by the liquid can be

reduced to a negligible minimum. This arrangement gives even better

uniformity in the case of annular channels.

On the strength of the foregoing observations it may be concluded

that once a uniform gamma intensity is obtained, the measured value of

the void volume fraction will be independent of its location or distribution

over the cross sectional area of the channel which may be claimed as a

clear advantage of the proposed method.

Practical form of application

The calculation of void volume fraction according to eq. (7) is

possible only with conditions that Cft C, and C are measured at the

same gamma intensity and at the same pressure. But in practice the

gamma intensity will not remain constant especially because most of the
24 72 140

activated isotopes which emit hard gamma-rays (like Na , Ga , La

etc.) have a relatively short half life. For this reason, at least,

reproduction of the experimental conditions will be very difficult. Hence,

to make the method practically applicable the following argument is observed.

0i an accurate measurement of C* is made at known time and

temperature (or liquid density) then Cf may be calculated for any other time

9 and temperature t at which C has been measured. This will be;

o

No practical measurement on the empty channel (full of D?O vapour) is

necessary because C may be calculated as follows;

From eqs. (5) and (6) C = j3Cf or

1 S e - X 6 (9)



Substituting eqs. (8) and (9) for C. and C in eq. (7) we obtain

rV

Experimental arrangements

24
The isotope Na is used as a source of gamma-rays, Sodium

was used in the form of NaF in an arrangement that will be described

later in this section.

The first channel on which this method was to be tried was a cir-

cular one. The method was first tested on a mock-up of the test

section of a loop designed for this experiment. The mock-up was a piece

of stainless steel tube having a 6 mm inside diameter and a 2 mm wall

thickness.

To provide a uniform field of gamma-rays over the flow cross

section the container of the gamma source was made in the form of two

half rings of aluminium. The two pieces formed a concentric ring

around the test section, NaF was encapsuled inside the aluminium

ring in the form of twelve small lumps uniformly spaced around a circle

of 13 mm radius (fig. 1). A plot of the total gamma intensity versus

distance along one radius showed that the intensity would decrease by

about 7 % in going from the inside wall to the center. The variations

could be further reduced by distributing the source around a larger

circle, but for practical reasons this change was not made.

The source was activated by irradiation in a thermal reactor and

the suitable level of activity was found to be about 60 m, c.

For the detection of neutrons emerging from the test section a

system.of detectors was designed to cover a large solid angle around

the test point.
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The system was composed of two symmetrical parts, each con-

taining seven chambers of BF., counters. The chambers were placed

side by side and parallel to each other so that they were disposed rough-

ly in a circle around the test point. The whole detector system was im-

bedded in paraffin in order to thermalize the neutrons and to increase

the detection efficiency (fig. 1). All the fourteen BF^ counters were

connected in parallel to a high voltage supply unit and pulses from all

the chambers were fed to an amplifier and count rate meter through

a common preamplifier.

Since connection of the BF, counters in parallel had made the

detector system rather sensitive to gamma-rays, it was necessary

always to correct the observed neutron count rates for the background

which resulted from the gamma pile-up.

Results of a test run

In a test run with this method different volumes of void were

simulated with aluminium wires of 1 mm diameter which were im-

mersed in the heavy water.

Before calculating the measured voids according to eq. (10) it

was necessary to correct the count numbers for the background

caused by the gamma-rays. In this experiment C was zero, since

no neutrons were produced in aluminium.

The results of tests are shown in fig. (2), where measured

void fractions are plotted against the actual values. It can be seen that

all the measured values (42 different points) lie -within -2. 5 % (void)

around the actual values. One count rate reading was made for each

point and the errors include all the fractional parts arising from

randomness of decay, instrument reading, temperature variations,

the effect of location as well as time measurements and decay cor-

rections. But, as will be shown, the main source of error lies in

the randomness of the source decay and contributions from other
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factors are considered negligible.

Conclusions

The results of this test run showed that the method was accurate

and practical especially for application on circular and annular channels

where the previously known methods fail to give a reliable indication of

the actual void volume fraction.

The magnitude of the errors in this method may be further reduced

by employing some additional instruments measuring the gamma intens-

ity around the test point simultaneously with every neutron measure-

ment. This will enable one to deduce the exact amount of back ground

for each measurement and also by using the ratio of the measured

neutron count rate to gamma count rate one can readily obtain the

average density.

The s_ame experimental arrangement as described in connection

with the test run was used on the test section of a loop. The loop was

designed to circulate heavy water through an electrically heated test

section, A detailed description of the loop and the results of its ope-

rations will be given in another report which is to be issued after the

completion of all the series of experiments.

From the data collected so far it can be mentioned that a high

degree of reproducibility has been achieved which permits rather

delicate effects of different parameters on the void volume fraction

and slip ratio to be investigated.
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Nomenclature:

C = neutron count rate when D,O liquid and vapour fill the channel.

C = neutron count rate when D9O vapour alone fills the channel,
e £*

Cf = neutron count rate when D9O liquid alone fills the channel,

E = error = Aa.

f = enrichment factor of D,O (percentage of pure D,O in the
mixture),

I = intensity of high energy gamma photons in l/(cm -sec).

No
k, = a constant factor = 2 f ~ - V I or

1 M

k2 = efficiency factor of the counters

K3 ~ Kl • V
M = molecular weight of D?O = 20 g/mol. g.

n, = total number of neutrons produced per second,
TV T *3i

N = 2 f-rrp = number of D atoms per cm of the flowing mixture.

No = Avogadro number.

P. E. = probable error in a

R = (Pi> - ( P J
t s t

S = an originally measured value of C* corresponding to zero

time ( 9 = 0 ) and the liquid density p, = p, .

V = volume of D?O through which gamma-rays pass, in cm ,

V = volume occupied by steam in an element of the channel length.

V, . = total volume of the element of the channel length.

a = void volume fraction = rr-*
tot

g t 1 t
8 = time in minutes.

24 -4 -1
\ = decay constant for Na = 7. 74 x 10 (min) .

p = density in g/cm ,



(p ) = density of saturated D^O vapour at temperature t.

(p,) = density of liquid D^O at temperature t.

(p,) = density of liquid D O at room temperature,

° 2
er = nuclear cross-section for D (Y,H)H reaction in cm .

13.
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APPENDIX

Evaluation of errors

Equation (10) may be used for the analytical evaluation of the ex-

perimental errors in this method. The quantities j3, R, and (p,) are

functions of temperature, and hence any error in the temperature measure-

ment will give rise to an error in a. In general, the errors in a will be:

where

1

and
, AS = | Ö ( A t )

Pi

1« o -xe c.
5R - 2 e S

Jtv

and

-1 X 9 C

O

API

5a
63

A6

o

c
= R

= Ae

o
~ R S

r (At)

> xe c
e "s

e X 9

(11)

Jjl = _ 2 (12"a)

and Apx = - £ ~ (At) (14-b)

and A6 = A6 (15-b)
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and AC = - 1. 65 \/C * (16-b)

p l

6S = 2 e C (17"a)
ö R S

AS = - 1. 65 \!S * (17-b)

- These values for AC and AS correspond to a probability of 90 % that

a single measurement of C or S will give a value lying within these

limits around the mean values of C or S which would result from a great

number of measurements (11),

For numerical evaluation of the errors the quantities3 -r~, ~AT~*
I / \ dt dtd(p ,)

and —fJf"'" ^ n equations (12-b), (13- b), and (14-b) may be expressed

as follows;

dB 1 1
d = 2

1 (PgWl fpgjt-l

dR
dt

d(pi) i

These quantities may easily be evaluated with the aid of a table of

the physical properties of heavy water.

Equation (12-a) to (17-b) may also be used to evaluate the pro-

bable error in at that is

P. E. = j" 0 (AS)' + ( | | ) 2 (AR)" + ( |^- ) 2 (APl )
2 +

L p l o
o

2 2 2 2 ? 7 ^

( | | g (AC) +{| |) (AS)]^xl00 (18)
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In connection with the calibration experiment where no measure-

ment of temperature was involved the main components of error came

from the count rate fluctuations, via. , AC and AS, In this case

**\ ^y *y *\ A q| f*\

P . E . = A * = ± [ ( | f ) (A9) + ( j £ ) + ( | f ) (AS) ] x lOO (18-a)

i x e < ~ r ? 7 7 \ i i 1 / 2

^ e A ~ \ \ C (A9)*+(l. 65)* (~ +-|) x 100 (18-b)

Considering eqs. (15-a) through (17-b) and summarizing, this will be-

come

P

2 2

According to this equation for smaller values of C namely when X ( A 9 )

becomes relatively negligible, the probable error will be roughly pro-

portional to the square root of C and hence the error will be larger for

smaller values of a.

For a numerical evaluation of this equation two typical runs of the

experiment will be considered.

The following are the figures giving a = 2, 90 % and a = 42. 02 %

for actual voids of c =2 . 777 % and 41. 66 % respectively.
a

For a = 2. 90 % 9 = 0 C = 9895 •—- S = 10345 ~ -

c C
For c = 42. 02 % 6 = 250 min C= 4945 - ~ - S = 10345—r

mm mm

a n d f o r b o t h r u n s ; ( p . ) = 1 . 1 0 5 - ^ - , R = ( p . ) = 1 . 1 0 5 - ^ -
v l ' o o v r l ' o mmcm - " m m '

and K = 7. 74 x 10~4(min)~

The maximum possible error in 6 is A9 = 1 min.
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Substituting the corresponding values in eq, (18-b) yields,

Aoj = 2. 3 % for c m = 2. 90 %

and A E , = lo 64 % for c = 42. 02 %

These figures check well with the experimental results.
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